Directions to Sheraton Gateway Hotel. Toronto International Airport
Terminal 3, Departures Level

From Terminal #3:
From the Departures level proceed up the escalators and across the Pedestrian Bridge, which will bring you to the hotel main lobby.

From Terminal #1:
Inter-terminal transportation is provided from Terminal #1 by Toronto Pearson’s ‘Automated People Mover’ – an above ground tram that travels from Terminal #1 to Terminal #3.

Proceed to the Departures level of Terminal #1, and follow signs to the escalators that will take you up into the APM Station. The APM runs on a regular basis, and wait time should not be any longer than 4 minutes during peak travel hours, and 7 minutes during off peak hours. Take the train that is going to Viscount Station, and exit once it arrives at Terminal #3. Proceed down the escalators from the platform, the hotel main lobby is on your right.
**From Highway 401:**
Highway 401 to the 427 North. Follow the signs from the 427 North to the Airport. Follow through to Terminal 3. You must park in the airport parking facilities. Access the hotel via Levels P1, P2, (by elevator) and P5 (rooftop). We recommend P5 (rooftop) as it provides access directly into the lobby of the hotel.

**From Highway 400:**
Highway 400 to the 401 Westbound. Follow 401 West to the 427 Northbound. Follow the signs from the 427 North to the Airport. Follow through to Terminal 3. You must park in the airport parking facilities. Access the hotel via Levels P1, P2, (by elevator) and P5 (rooftop). We recommend P5 (rooftop) as it provides access directly into the lobby of the hotel.

**From the Gardiner Expressway:**
Take the Gardiner Expressway West to the 427 Northbound. Follow the signs from the 427 North to the Airport. Follow through to Terminal 3. You must park in the airport parking facilities. Access the hotel via Levels P1, P2, (by elevator) and P5 (rooftop). We recommend P5 (rooftop) as it provides access directly into the lobby of the hotel.

**From the Don Valley Parkway:**
Take the Don Valley Parkway to the 401 Westbound. Follow 401 Westbound to the 427 Northbound. Follow the signs from the 427 North to the Airport. Follow through to Terminal 3. You must park in the airport parking facilities. Access the hotel via Levels P1, P2, (by elevator) and P5 (rooftop). We recommend P5 (rooftop) as it provides access directly into the lobby of the hotel.

**From Highway 407:**
Highway 407 to the 427 southbound to the 409 to the airport. Follow through to Terminal 3. You must park in the airport parking facilities. Access the hotel via Levels P1, P2, (by elevator) and P5 (rooftop). We recommend P5 (rooftop) as it provides access directly into the lobby of the hotel.